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General Comment

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed rule NRC-2008-0664-0018, Variable Annual Fee 
Structure for Small Modular Reactors.

Overall this seems an excellent proposal and I do support it's implementation. I do have one quibble though, 
with the actual definition of a Small Modular Reactor to be added to 10 CFR Parts 170.3 and 171.5.

The phrase "Small modular reactor (SMR) for the purposes of calculating fees, means the class of light-water 
power reactors..." is troubling me. Pardon me if I misinterpret your meaning, but this seems to imply that only 
a LWR 300MWe will be included - not other types of reactors. The definition does say "...for the purposes of 
calculating fees," so I might be in error here. I hope I am. 

If this definition will include non-LWR technologies you may ignore my comment. If it might not be 
interpreted to include non-LWRs, please rewrite the phrase in question to read "...means any fission power 
reactor...". If this alternate definition seems too vague, the NRC might look to the Gen IV International Forum 
for a better one as the United States, IAEA and the OECD NEA are all members of the Gen IV International 
Forum.

I would remind the NRC that ThorCon has just signed an MOU with Indonesia to build their Gen-4 MSR 
prototype in that nation. http://thorconpower.com/library/announcements/indonesiaexploringliquidfuel. It 
would be a shame if this began a trend where several SMRs were initially developed within the USA but 
tested and built in other countries. Importing our own technology isn't what made the USA a great nation.
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I look forward to seeing this proposal implemented.
Respectfully, Christopher Bergan Iowa City
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